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Loading the game from disk:

1. Have the Atari* 800/400 and the Atari' 810 disk drive

powered Off.

2. Turn on the Atari" 810 disk drive and wait for its busy light

to turn off.

3. Insert the EP-CYG-4 program diskette and close the drive's

door.

4. Turn on the Atari* 800/400.

5. The program will begin to load.

6. When prompted by the load screen, press key 1, 2 or 3 to

select your desired mission.

7. The program will resume loading.

8. When the load is complete, you may select game options
as follows:

Selecting game options:

"Attack at EP-CYG-4" can be played by one player alone or by a
two player team. There are three levels of difficulty where "A"
is the hardest and "C" is the easiest. The difficulty level and
number of players is displayed on the bottom line of the
screen.

When the game is first loaded, the default is "Level C/2". This
signifies the 2-player game at the least difficult level.

To change from 2-player to 1 -player and visa versa, press the
SELECT key. To change the level of difficulty, press the OP-
TION key.

For the 2-player game, two joystick controllers must be used.
The pilot's controller must be plugged in to the first (leftmost)

port. The gunner's controller must be plugged into the second
port. For the 1-player game, only the pilot's controller is used.

To begin the game, press START.

Operating the gravitron-drive attack ship:

For the 2-player game:

The pilot's controller maneuvers the attack ship. Up and down
motion is governed by the gravitron engines. Pushing up on

"Atari is a registered trademark of Atari Inc.



the controller causes the attack ship to rise. Pushing down
causes the ship to descend. The neutral position holds current

altitude. Lateral motion is governed by impulse engines and is

quite different. Pushing the controller to the left causes ac-

celeration to the left (or if you are going right, it slows you
down).Pushing to the right has the opposite effect. The neutral

position maintains constant speed. For example, if you are

traveling left and you want to stop you must push the con-

troller to the right until the impulse engines slow you to a halt.

Use the first sector (you won't be attacked) to get the "feel" of

the controls.

Pressing the pilot's trigger activates the shields. While the

shields are activated the lyso-blast weapon cannot be fired.

The gunner's controller maneuvers the targeting cursor of the

attack ship's lyso-blast weapon. The control is straight for-

ward; pushing the controller in any direction will cause the

targeting cursor to move in that direction relative to the attack

ship. The targeting cursor may not exceed a certain distance

from the ship. If you try to exceed that distance, it will not

respond.

Pressing the gunner's trigger fires the lyso-blast weapon at the

point the targeting cursor is located when the trigger is pressed.

For the 1 player game:
The pilot's controller controls both the attack ship and the

targeting cursor. Moving the controller will move the ship as in

the two player game.

Pressing the trigger will cause the lyso-blast weapon to fire.

Moving the controller while firing the lyso-blast weapon moves
the targeting cursor. The shields will be on whenever the trig-

ger is not being pressed.

Shields and being hit:

If your attack ship is hit by Tartillian fire with the shields down,

it will be destroyed. If your shields are up, the Tartillian fire will

be absorbed. Unfortunately, to absorb this much energy, the

attack ship must divert energy from the gravitron engines

causing the ship to fall until power levels come back up. Each

succeeding hit will cause a greater drop in power.

The ion storm overhead is dangerous. Penetrating it with

shields up will cause your ship to fall just as if you were hit by

Tartillian fire. Penetrating the storm with shields down will

result in your ship's destruction. Hitting the ground, water or



buildings will destroy your attack ship even if your shields are

activated.

Sectors:

The terrain of EP-CYG-4 is divided into sectors. Your on board
computer gives the sector number and name of each sector

that you pass through. Your mission is to destroy all Tartillian

structores from the "entry point" to either "Targilla Ulzo",

"Rigeor Cental" or "Ca-Dun" (depending on whch terrain you
selected).

If you go off the right edge of the screen, your ship will reap-

pear (wrap-around) on the left edge of the screen. Should you
go off the left edge of the screen you will proceed to the next

sector. However, if any Tartillian defenders begin to attack,

you may not proceed to the next sector until they are

destroyed.

You can wrap the targeting cursor around the edges of the

screen (in either direction). But be careful, if you get the

targeting cursor maximumly far away from the ship and wrap-

ped around the edge of the screen, you may try to move the

targeting cursor "towards" your ship only to realize that

because of the wrap-around, you are really trying to move the

cursor farther away. It is right about then that a Tartillian

defender ship takes a run at you.

Starting with your second ship, sectors which your preceeding
ships have completely cleared will be skipped. Sometimes you
will want to halt this skipping (for example, when you are too
low and mountains are coming up). To halt the skipping, push
the pilot's controller to the right.

Scoring:

For each Tartillian structures that you destroy, you get bet-

ween 5 and 99 points. Structures that blink are worth the most
points.

If you clear a sector of all Tartillian structures, upon moving to

the next sector, you will get a bonus of 77 points. Each subse-
quent ship that skips over that sector will earn a bonus of 99
points. Hence, you will want to clear as many sectors as possi-

ble.

Destroying Tartillian defenders does not earn you any points.

Avoid them.

For every 10,000 points, you get an extra ship.



Your performance rankings are determined by how many sec-

tors you clear and subsequently skip. The rankings from
lowest to highest are:

Malfeasor

Neophyte
Apprentor
Journeyor
Surveyor
Conquestor
Constellor

Galactor
Transcendor

Additional facts:

Pressing the START key during the course of play will end your
current game and give you your ranking.

Pressing the OPTION key during the course of play will "sus-
pend" the game so that you can respond to interruptions.

Pressing the SYSTEM RESET key will cause the mision selec-

tion screen to reappear so that you may select an alternate

mission. Note, before pressing SYSTEM RESET be sure that

the program disk is in the disk drive.

Limited Warranty
DRnm^^^^^ Inc., warrants to original retail consumer purchasers that this product is free
from defects In material and workmanship tor a period of 90 days from the date of pur-

chase, (The duration of all Implied warranties is also limited lo a period of one year from
the date of purchase. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an Implied war-
ranty lasts, so the above limitation may not apply to you*)

This warranty does not apply to defects or damage due, directly or indirectly to misuse,
abuse, negligence, accident, repairs or alterations oulside our facilities, or the use of the
product on computer systems other than those specified. Magnetic material may not be
copyable on users system using standard copying procedures.

In ihe event a defect in materials or workmanship is discovered in the product, in-

cluding any failure of the product to load properly in a specified computer system, you
must give us written notice of Ihe defect at ( I3SE Inc.. 18779 Kenlake PK N.E., Seattle,
WA 98155) before the expiration of the 90-day warranty period, and return the original pro-

duct and proof of purchase to us, at your expense, at the above address. II you notify us of

a defect and return the product as set forth above prior to the expiration of the 90-day war-
ranty period, and our inspection discloses a defect covered by this warranty, we will

either repair or replace the product at our option, or we may elect to refund Ihe purchase
price in the event we cannot readily and quickly provide you with a replacement, or you
are willing to accept a refund.

We wilt return a repaired product or replacement to you at our expense, but if it is deter
mined that there is no defect or that the defect resulted from causes not within Ihe scope
of our warranty, you must bear the cost of returning the product*

This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which
vary from state to state.


